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Abstract
A fuzzy classifier systemframeworkis proposedwhich
employsa tree-based representation for fuzzy rule
(classifier) antecedents and genetic programming
for
fuzzy rule discovery. Such a rule representation is
employedbecauseof the expressivepowerand generality
it endowsto individual rules. The frameworkproposes
accuracy-based
fitness for individualfuzzyclassifiers and
employs evolutionary
competition
between
simultaneously matchedclassifiers. The evolutionary
algorithm(GP)is therefore searchingfor compactfuzzy
rule bases whichare simultaneouslygeneral, accurateand
co-adapted. Additional extensions to the proposed
framework
are suggested.
Introduction
The fusion of rule-based representations and evolutionary
algorithms has been, and continues to be, the focus of
much attention as a basis for computational learning
systems. The Learning Classifier System (LCS), devised
by Holland (Holland, 1988), is an early example of
learning system that employsartificial evolution to evolve
rule sets for problemsolving. Followingon from Holland’s
pioneering work, the LCShas been developed, refined and
extended in manydirections. A particularly significant
direction has been to incorporate fuzzy sets and fuzzy
inference into the LCSframework. Such Learning Fuzzy
Classifier Systems are able to deal with problems where
variables are real-valued, rule-bases are difficult to design
by humans, and where linguistic interpretability
is
desirable.
This contribution brings together and builds upon a
numberof recent ideas to propose a novel fuzzy classifier
system frameworkwhich operates in the "Michigan" style
and employsa tree-based rule representation with Genetic
Programming (Koza, 1992) used as the rule discovery
mechanism. Individual classifier fitness is based on
accuracy rather than strength (as proposed in Wilson’s
discrete-valued XCS(Wilson, 1994)).

Related

Work

Previous Work Using Genetic Algorithms
To
Evolve Fuzzy Rule Bases
A large amountof research has been carried out employing
the genetic algorithm in determining fuzzy system
parameters. This subsection briefly summarisesthis work; tor
a moredetailed overviewthan space permits here please see
(Carse, 1996) and (Bonarini, 2000). The book (Herrera
Verdegay, 1996) contains a large compendiumof relevant
works combininggenetic and fuzzy approaches.
The first major distinction amongextant approaches in
genetic optimisation of fuzzy systemparametersis the wayin
which the GAis applied. With the so-called "Michigan"
approach, the individual, as far as the GAis concerned,is a
single rule or classifier. Duringlearning episodes, each rule
accrues someform of strength or fitness through interaction
with the environment. Whenthe evolutionary algorithm is
applied, competition is betweenindividual rules based on
fitness. Analternative approach, called the "~Pittsburgh’"
approach,maintainsa populationof rule-sets: each individual
as far as the GAis concernedis a completeassemblyof rules
encoded on an appropriate genotype. Complete rule sets
accrue strength through interaction with the environmentand
genetic operators, such as selection, reproduction and
recombination, apply to these wholerule sets (whichmaybe
of fixed or variable size, dependingon the encoding). Clearly
the role of the GAin the two approachesis different as are
the knowndifficulties: in Michigan-stylesystems a careful
balance must be set between cooperation and competition
between individual rules; in Pittsburgh-style systems
reintbrcement bandwidth is usually smaller and genetic
crossover can be a cause of disruption. Indicative works
using the Michiganapproach include (Bonarini, 1997, 2000),
(Parodi and Bonelli, 1993), (Valenzuela-Rendtm,1991)and
works using the Pittsburgh approach include (Carse et al.
1996, 1998), (Hwangand Thompson,1994), (Thrift, 1993).
Further differences in existing work using GAs to
optimise tuzzy systems arise from the fuzzy system
parameters to which the GAis applied. Common
approaches
include using the GAto learn:
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I. Fuzzy rule-bases only with fixed membershipfunctions
(Bonarini 1997,2000), (Glorennec 1996), (ValenzuelaRendon, 1991),
2. Membershipfunctions only with fixed fuzzy rule-bases
(Karr, 1991).
3. Fuzzy rule-bases and membershipfunctions in stages (Ke
et ai., 1997), (Kinzel et al., 1994), (Rahmoun
Benmohamed1998).
4. Fuzzy rule-bases
and membership functions
simultaneously (Carse 1996, 1998), (Lee and Takagi, 1993),
(Liska and Melsheimer1994), (Tanget al., 1998).
In the vast majority of existing work, the genotypes which
encode parameters to be optimised (rule-bases, membership
functions) are structured as bit strings or vectors of real
numbersto which standard genetic algorithm recombination
operators such as crossover, mutation and inversion are
applied. In manycases, the genotyperepresentation restricts
the rule syntax to formssimilar to
IF (xt is Ai) AND
(x_, is Az) .. AND
(xk is Ak)
(Ylis B0,(Y2is B,_).. (yj Bj)
where xi are input variables, A~ are input membership
functions, y~ are output variables and B~ are output
membershipfunctions. These representations effectively
imposea grid partitioning on the input space and the number
of rules can become very large as the number of inputs
increases. Such genotype codings are often supplemented
with a "don’t care" label which indicates whether or not a
particular part of the rule antecedent (or consequent)
inactive. Such"don’t cares" allow the representation of more
generalrules.
Analternative approachis to represent individual rules as
tree expressions using an appropriate set of logical function
nodes such as AND,NOTand OR. This is the representation
proposed in the current fuzzy classifier system framework.
Sucha representation naturally allows rules ranging from the
most simple (and general) to relatively complex,
appropriate to the requirements of a high performancerule
base. Since the technique of Genetic Programming(GP)
designed to operate on such tree structures, it is the
evolutionary search mechanismproposed here. The next
subsection briefly summarises previous work carried out
using GPto evolve rule bases.
Previous Work Using Genetic Programming To
Evolve Rule Bases
Genetic programming has been employed as the search
mechanismin a numberof rule-base learning studies, using
both Michiganand Pittsburgh approachesapplied to discretevalued and fuzzy classifier systems. In (Edmunds
et al. 1995)
GPis applied to evolution of fuzzy rules with application to
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financial trading. This work applies GPin the Pittsburghapproachin order to learn individual complexfuzzy rules to
maximiseinvestment profit. (Bastian 2000) applies GP
identify input variables, the rule base and involved
membershipfunctions for a test fuzzy model. Althoughthe
fuzzy rule base is successfully learned, it is reported that
individual membership functions were not retrieved
perfectly. (Akbarzadeket al. 2000) apply GPto learning
fuzzy navigational behaviourof a mobilerobot. GPis used in
the Pittsburgh approach to evolve individual rules for
successful goal-seeking behaviour in a complexenvironment.
(Bentley 1999, 2000) employsGPfor evolving fuzzy rules
for pattern classification and fraud detection. Asa first stage,
clustering is used to determine the domainsand membership
functions of input fuzzy sets. GPis then applied (Pittsburgh
approach), using a binary encoded genotype and modified
recombinationoperators. The results reported in these works
indicate that a GPapproach to learning fuzzy rules is a
promisingarea for further investigation.
GPhas also been applied to learning in Michigan-style
discrete valued classifier systems. In CLanziand Perrucci,
1999), the XCSclassifier system (Wilson 1995) is extended
to represent rule antecedents as LISPs-expressions on which
the GPoperates. Experimental results are provided which
demonstratethe efficacy of the approachto the multiplexor
problem and to a multi-step environmentlearning problem.
In (Ahluwaliaand Bull, 1999), s-expressions are used as rule
consequents (actions) in a Michigan-style discrete-valued
classifier system applied to letter image recognition and
credit card classification problems.

SomeKeyIssues in Michigan-styleClassifier
Systems
This section describes somekey issues whichinfluence the
design of the Michigan-style Fuzzy Classifier System
(MFCS)proposed. These issues are based on recent and
current research into discrete valued MCS
and are extended
and discussed in the fuzzy case. Althoughthese issues have
been separated out here for presentation purposes, it should
be stated that they are stronglyinter-related. Notealso that a
further important key issue - that of credit assignmentto
individualclassifiers - is not discussedin detail here.
Generalised Rules
In a discrete-valued classifier system, generalised rules are
obtainedby using ’#’ symbols("don’t cares’) in the classifier
syntax. The ’#’ symbol matches both ’0’ and ’1’ so, for
example, the classifier condition !1## matches the input
messages 1100, 1101, 1110 and 1111. Such general rule
antecedents also arise naturally in the fuzzy case. For
example, lbr a two input fuzzy system (with inputs x0 and
x 1) the rules:

IF (x0=NS) THEN..
IF (x0=NS) OR (xl=PL) THEN..
IF NOT((x0=-NS)AND(x i =Z))
are, to differing extents, general rules. Of course, the
representation of such general rules, so long as they provide
high reward outputs over the complete range of inputs, is
potentially a very powerful one and allows the learning
system to economically capture generalisations in the
problem input/output mapping. This results in manyfewer
rules than wouldbe required, for example, using a "gridbased"rule base.
However, such a generalisation capability has been
knownfor a long time to provide problems for discrete
valued MCSsand this also applies to the fuzzy case. The
mainproblemis that of proliferation of "overgeneral"rules:
rules which match manyinput states but whoseoutputs are
only correct for a subset of input states and are incorrect for
others. Despite being unreliable, such overgeneral rules can
have more influence and better chances of survival (under
action of the EA)than other morespecific and correct rules
with which they compete. One approach in overcomingthis
problem is to base rule fitness on accuracy rather than
accrued strength fi’om environmental reward. This is
discussed next.
Strength Based versus Accuracy Based Classifier
Fitness
Traditional Michigan-style classilier systems have been
"strength-based"in the sense that a classifier accruesstrength
during interaction with the environment (through rewards
and/or penalties). This strength is then used for twopurposes:
resolving conflicts between simultaneously matched
classifiers duringlearningepiscv.les; andas the basis of fitness
for the evolutionary algorithm. A numberof problems arise
fromthis dual use of classitier strength. Theseinclude:
1. The cooperation/competition problem brielly discussed
above. High-strength, potentially cooperative classifiers go
on to competeunder the actkmof the evolutionary algorithm.
2. Over-generalrules with relatively high (but inconsistent)
payoff can cometo dominatethe population.
3. In some environmental states, the maximumpayoff
achievable (by performingthe best possible action for that
state) maybe relatively low. Althougha classifier might be
the best that can exist for that state, it can be eradicatedfrom
the population by other classifiers which achieve higher
rewardsin other states. This results in gaps in the system’s
"covering map".

In (Wilson,1995) a completelydifferent approachis taken
which a classifier’s fitness, from the point of view of the
evolutionary algorithm, is based on its "accuracy" i.e. how
well a classifier predicts payoff wheneverit fires. Classifier
strength is still used for resolving conflicts between
simultaneously firing classifiers. Such an accuracy based
approach offers a numberof advantages. Firstly, it can
distinguish betweenaccurate and overgeneral classifiers: an
overgeneralclassifier will haverelatively lowaccuracysince
payoff will vary accordingto the input states covered by the
classifier. Indeed, it has been shownthat the accuracy based
approach can lead to evolution of optimally general
classifiers (Kovacs,1997). Additionally it can maintainboth
consistently correct and consistently incorrect classifiers
which allows learning of a complete "covering map". A
tx~tential drawbackof the accuracy basedapproachis that it
is likely to require larger populationsof classitiers, although
its better generalisation capabilities mayoffset this to some
extent.
SubPopulatious to which EAis Applied
In a classifier system, the evolutionary algorithm is
commonlyemployed as the discovery component. It has
been observedthat in a Michigan-styleclassifier system, the
evolutionary algorithm is laced with an implicitly multiobjective optimisationtask. Theclassifier systemis required
to simultaneouslyevolve a collection of classifiers, each of
whichis optimisedto solve part of the overall problem.
In early Michigan-style classifier systems, the complete
set of classifiers forms the population on whichselection,
recombinationand replacementoperate. This clearly does not
address the implicit multi-objective nature of the problemon
which the evolutionary algorithm operates. In (Horn,
Goldberg and Deb, 1994) a "niching" approach is employed
and shows that high quality and diverse niches can be
evolved successthlly.
Morerecently, further restrictions have been placed on
the sub-population on which the evolutionary algorithm
operates. For example, in Wilson’s XCS(Wilson, 1995), the
populations on which the evolutionary algorithm are applied
are match sets i.e. the set of classifiers which match a
particular environment input message. A more extreme
approach, in which the population for selection consists of
classifiers with the same antecedent, is advocated in
(Bonarini 1997)for a fuzzy classifier system. At the expense
of potentially larger numbersof classifiers, these approaches
address directly the multi-objective nature of the problemin
that competitionunderaction of the EAis betweenclassiliers
which match the same input state but provide different
outputs.
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Proposed Framework
Classifier Representation
¯ Each classifier antecedent is represented as a tree with
function nodes AND, OR and NOTand a leaf node
consists of an input variable and an input fuzzy
membership function.
Figure 1 shows the
tree
representationfor the classifier
IF (x3 = PL) OR((xt=ML)AND(xr=Z)) THEN
The classifier consequentis an output variable and an
associated output membershipfunction.

OR

IF(x, =PL)
((xI=ML)AND
(x2=Z))

AND
xI=ML

x3=PL
x2=Z

Figure 1. Tree-Based Rule Antecedent Representation

Evolutionary Algorithm and Operators
Since a tree-based rule representation is used, Genetic
Programming(GP) is the natural rule discovery algorithm.
Basic GP crossover selects random subtrees from two
parents and exchanges these. Three mutation operators are
used: an operator similar to standard GPmutation where a
randomly selected subtree is replaced by a different
randomly generated subtree and two operators where an
input(output)
membership function
in a rule
antecedent(consequent) is replaced by a different randomly
selected input(output) membershipfunction. Special care
must be taken to ensure that these operators, and the initial
randomrule-base generator, do not create "nonsense" rule
antecedents such as IF ((xI=NL) AND(NOT(xl=NL)).
addition to these standard operators, a cover operator is
invoked if an input vector is encountered which no fuzzy
rules match. The cover operator generates a randomrule
which matches the input vector with a minimumactivation
threshold, T. This randomrule is then inserted into the
population and activated to producean output action.
Associated with each classifier,
as in XCS, are a
strength, reward prediction and accuracy. A classifier’s
strength is an estimate of the actual accrued reward
received by the classifier. The reward prediction is an
estimate of the expected reward whenthat classifier fires,
and accuracy is a measure of howaccurate that prediction
is comparedto the actual reward received. A classifier’s
reproductive fitness is proportional to the inverse of its
accuracy. Classifiers tbr reproduction are chosen using
roulette-wheel selection on the match subsets (see below)
using accuracyas the reproductivefitness criterion.
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Classifier Execution Cycle
On each classifier execution cycle, an input vector is read
in from the environment. If this vector is not matched, a
cover operator is then applied. However,not all matched
classifiers are fired since it is likely that the matchset will
contain competingas well as cooperating (in the sense that
they provide an accurate aggregate output) fuzzy
classifiers. Instead, the match set is divided into match
subsets, each comprising classifiers
whose output
membershipfunctions are adjacent (of course the match
subset will sometimescontain only a single classifier). The
matchssubet fired is chosenusing roulette wheelselection
based on the aggregate strengths of the classifiers in the
match subset. Fuzzy inference and then defuzzification are
then applied to determine the classifier systemoutput. Any
environmental reward obtained is then used to update the
fired classifiers’ strengths, predictions and accuracies.

Conclusions and Further Work
A frameworkfor the developmentof a novel fuzzy
classifier systemwhichemploysa tree-based classifier
representation together with GPas the rule discovery
mechanismhas been outlined. The fuzzy classifier system
described uses accuracybased fitness in an attempt to coevolve coordinated and general (but not overly general)
classifiers. Clearly this frameworkis at an early stage and
requires further investigation. A numberof additional
features maybe incorporated including :
the use of internal memory
(e.g. sometbrm of
messagelist) to deal with environmentswhencurrent
environmentstate dependsupon past actions/states as
well as the current one;
the use of learning methodssuch as fuzzy Q learning
to deal with environmentswhenaction rewards are
delayed;
the automatic learning of fuzzy set membership
functions.
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